We provide new necessary and sufficient conditions for verifying (strictly) general- 
In [8] we proved that if Cl = (i 1 laiil > Ri = Cj+ilaiil, i E N) + 0, N,, N, are disjoint and such that N, U N, = N, and (Ia$il -ai)(lujjl -Pj) a ajPi
(1-l)
for any i E Nl, j E N,, where then: oi = C lajjlY Pi = C laijl, jeNl jeN2
j#i j#i
(1) A is a SGDDM and M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix if strict inequality in (1.1) is valid for any pair of indices or A is irreducible with strict inequality in (1.1) for at least one pair of indices.
(2) A is not a SGDDM and M(A) is not a nonsingular M-matrix if all " 2 " are changed to " < " in (1.1).
Thus we extended the main results in [l-7] .
Let A, = (mij), i,j E N2, and (Pz>, = -CjEN,lmijl be the ith component of P,, i E N2. proved that if CI # 0 and if forany i E N,,j E N,, then A is not a SGDDM.
If strict inequality in (1.4) is valid for any i E N,, j E N,, or J = Ii ( hi < minjc N2Hi, i E N,} # 0 and for any i E N -J there is u~~,u~,~, . . . air7 f 0, where 4 E J, then A is not a GDDM; so we have extended the main results in [l-9] .
THE MAIN RESULTS

THEOREM 1.
Let R = {i 1 laiil > hi = Cj+iIuijI, 
C = BD, = (aj;)).
When i E N,, we have
When i E N,, we have
We choose
and construct the matrices
B = AD, = (a$;').
Let BL'P, = x > 0, and
C = BD, = (a;;)).
When i E N,, we have By Theorem 1 and the fact that an irreducible diagonally dominant matrix must be a diagonally dominant matrix with a nonzero element chain, we can get the following results: 
iEX', Pi
By Theorem 1 we know A is a SGDDM, and M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. When A is irreducible and the strict inequality is valid for at least one pair of indices, just as in the proof of (I), we can get
and the strict inequality is valid for at least one pair of indices. By Corollary 1 we know A is a SGDDM, and M(A) is a nonsingular M-matrix. n 
C = BD, = (a$;').
When i E N,, 
where r,!') = Cj E ML_ ,1u$5)1, and construct lUjjl -pj . When A is an irreducible and the strict inequality is valid in (2.6) for at least one pair of indices, as in the proof in (11, we have min ( A,'P,)j = x,. > l"iil -ai
and the strict inequality is valid for at least one pair of indices. By Corollary 3
we know A is not a GDDM, and M(A) is not an M-matrix. 
EXAMPLE
In this part we give an example to further illustrate the generalizations.
Moreover, we provide a method to choose the positively diagonal matrix D which makes AD a strict diagonally dominant matrix. 
EXAMPLE. Let
